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This thesis discusses the means by which the collection and exhibition of art works, primarily by 
Australian public collections and institutions, reflect and construct national identity, whether 
consciously or unconsciously. Cultural history and ' national identity' have become areas of 
particular interest in the available literature as there has been a significant re-evaluation of 
Australian history in recognition of the fact that a single lin ear account of history no longer 
provides an accurate version of the Australian story. This shift has been largely due to societal 
and political changes in the Australian communities which have facilitate the recognition of 
diverse groups and the telling of their own stories. This ace unt looks at five major areas of 
interest - the role of museums, landscape, portraiture, Indigenous art and contemporary art in 
Australia. Art museums, their acquisition, exhibiting and publ ication policies and practices, 
clearly contribute in some formative way, to the images and d ialogues around how Australians 
see themselves domestically and internationally, and to the image projected overseas through the 
visual arts. Critical and public responses have not always beem positive, especially from some of 
the more conservative commentators, despite the best attem1pt.s of art-practitioners and advocates. 
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